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HE Golden Partnership tells the tale of the

extraordinary success enjoyed by the partners in the

Kingsley Park 10 Partnership (KP 10).

For those of you with short memories, or for those of you

who take just a passing interest in stable affairs, that

partnership owned three horses bought by the Johnstons at

the yearling sales in the autumn of 2017 for what the author

describes as ‘buttons’.

Over the following two seasons, those horses won 13 of

their 35 races for the partnership at a win strike rate of 37%.

Their haul included Dark Vision’s stunning success in the

Group 2 Vintage Stakes at Glorious Goodwood, a Listed win

at Ascot and prize-money that fell just a little short of

£250,000; not to mention, of course, the sale proceeds of

selling their Group 2 winner to Godolphin.

For those of us who read day in and day out about the

appalling lot of owners in British racing, this was a success

story screaming out to be told. Step forward Robin

Holleyhead, a retired forensic scientist with many years of

experience of both joint and sole ownership of racehorses,

and, crucially, one of the KP 10 partners, who took

on the Herculean task of recording the story for

posterity.

And what a fabulous job he has done! Forced to

go down the self-publishing route, Robin has

produced not only a fascinating read, but a high-

quality hardback book, printed on quality paper and

with a marvellous cover depicting Stuart Herod’s oil painting

of Silvestre de Sousa aboard Dark Vision.

It has clearly been a labour of love for Robin to publish his

book. The volume is alive with colour, provided by the many

photographs he has assembled from a variety of sources and

reproductions of some of the race cards for races in which

KP 10 horses ran. In detail, he charts the progress of all three

horses, with personal insights and comments from his fellow

partners along the way. 

Robin hasn’t confined himself just to the story of the three

horses; he takes the opportunity of expounding his views on

matters such as the handicapping system, and talks at length

about the Johnstons’ strategy at the yearling sales.

It almost goes without saying that the book makes

essential reading for those who have been members of, or are

considering joining in, one of Johnston Racing’s Kingsley

Park partnerships. More generally, the book should be held

up as an example of the enjoyment and passion which

involvement in the ownership of racehorses can bring to an

individual. In that sense, for Robin Holleyhead KP 10 really

was ‘the Golden Partnership’.
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